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INTERVIEúI I/'IITH üIIIMONT C. IIESS
November 7, L96B

My first contact with the Center came about four years ago when an

ad hoc committee was created to study the problem of astronaut radiation

safety. A group of people were called. together to detevmine what kind.s

of detection systems and preventative measures would be required to guard.

against the solar flare problems. trrihen this group met it was j-mmedia.tely

obvÍous that II{SC participation in the group r¡Ias essentially of an engineer-

ing natwe with a little bit of biomed thrown in, but that there wasnrt

any real scientific capability to handle the problem at hand. The group

pulled together a statement of the scientific facts and requirements and

presented its concl-usions to I4SC in regard to the Center's lack of a pro-

per scientific capability. Now the effort of this committee resulted in

what is called the SPAIü network, and. the reaf time monitoring system for

the artificial radiation bel-t is called SAAP. One other thing came out of

this group, namely the suggestion that l4SC do what is cal-led. gamma-ray log-

ging of spacecraf'b to find out how thick the spacecraft is when it comes

to effective shielding against radiation in space. Now those three jobs

were taken over by groups which eventualfy became part of the Science

Directorate.

Another kind of activity that was going on before the Science Direc-

torate was formed and which fater became a part of the Directorate involved

definitíon of the micrometeoroid environment and is doing those things

which were appropriate to protect against micrometeoroid.s--determining

hor^¡ to design space suit to be worn on the lunar surface, how thick the

walls of the spacecraf-b ought to be, etc. These T¡Iere service jobs that
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were d.one as part of the Apollo mission.

The science experiments program and the success in carrying it out

have been quite poor. The set of ex¡reriments which was d.one in Gemini was

not regarded by the scientific eommunity as very usef\rl- and the results

r¡rere considered. only of marginal interest and not especially worth the

effort. Now Ít was clearly und.erstood. that the Gemini program was designed

to accomplish experiments and it d.idnrt. Those things which were published

in the GemÍnÍ reports and were called experiments were for the most part

pretty poor. So for Apollo a decision i^ias made to set asíd.e JOO pounds of

payload. to be called. "scienee" and to try to d.evelop a program to use that

for proper purposes in connection with the lunar land.ing missions. That

work has been one of the major fbnctions of the Directorate in the past

year and yet I would classify its status as no better than a hold.ing action.

The prograrn ïras defined about two years ago and v/e are desperately trying

to hold. on to the pieces of the program, as it is being thrown out on a

piece-meal basis.

The Directorate was put together about one and one hal-f years ago.

Elements which did SPAN and later SAAP and. the gamma-ray logging were com-

bined and became an element of the Directorate. The people who did the

micrometeoroid. protection came in as another element of the Directorate.

A small group of geologists who had. worked on astronaut training and a

lunar surface simulation project came in as another piece of the Directo-

rate. lühen these pieces were collected there were about IBO peopte and

the organization they were assigned to was calIed. the Science and Appli-

cations Directorate. Unfortunately there were not more than one hal-f

dozen of them that could. really be cal-l-ed. scientists. The Directorate
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during the last year and a hal.f has grown from 180 to about 235. When I

first came here I was told that by this time the Directorate would. munbev

about l)0 people. tr'lhat this means is that Itve been abl-e to ad.d only about

l0 people whereas the earl.ier assurances were that I would be able to ad.d.

about 170. That problem is clearly common to all of NASA now. It wasnrt

simply a Center Management decj-sion not to l-et the Science Directorate

gro"r¡r, but just the inability to d.o it, given the resources limitations.

Nevertheless the resul-t shows in the nature of the work of the Directorate.

The Directorate cannot be called a real scientific organization--as itts a

very marginal scientific entity. We have two capabilities in the Direc-

torate which are fairly good.. There is a small, young vigþous cosmic ray

group that has got a good oçeriment program going, has good. affÍl-iation

with outsid.e scientists and a clear potential for producing good scienti-

fic resul-ts and. developing a logical system to go on the Intermed-iate llork

Snop (the EOSL). It is an active, growing group and involves outside scien-

tists. llhen the Directorate was formed. only junior people were working

with that group. The other area where there has been reasonabfe amount of

growbh and productivlty has been in lunar science. There effort has been

specifically oriented toward getting the Lunar Receiving Laboratory opera-

tional-. !üe have added a reasonabl-e amount of staff in that area and the

ability to add. that staff was closely related to the fact that the lunar

Receiving Lab was going to be an exciting place to work from a geological-

geochemical point of view, especially when the lunar samples begin to ar-

rive. People wanted to be a part of that act, as it is very exciting to

earth sciences-oriented people.

The lunar and Earth Science Division under P. R. BeII is completely
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swamped in the operationat job of turning on the Lunar Receiving Lab. They

are d.oing essentially no research, and in truth I cannot call- it a prod.uc-

tive scientific division. On the other hand they are performing one of the

most important missions in the Directorate in getting the Lunar Lab opera-

tional so in that sense they are d.oing the job they should., and. d.oing it

well. In that division in the last year we added about 20 PhÐ's in Geo-

sciences to an original group of a few professional-s. That group is now

reasonabl-y strong although rel-ativel-y narrow, as it doesnrt have the mix

of skill-s that is required to be a strong scientific organization.. ïf the

LRL were operational they would be able to do a reasonabl-e research program.

Now they are not because of the need to get the lRT, in business.

l,lhen the Directorate was put together, and when I was offered the job,

I was told that the Directorate would combine two kind.s of work. ït would

cornbine scientific research programs mainly centered. in the Space Physics

Division and the Lunar Earth Science Division. Second, it would invol-ve

the management and conduct of scientific projects. The best exarnple of

that is the AI"SEP, managed by Jack Smallts project office. ALSEP is a set
,1"

of instruments to go on the lunar surface andnmany ways is comparable to a

small- satellite. It actually has some problems of a thermal nature and a

l-ífe-time nature that makes it a more complex program than a normal satel-

J-ite system. It has been managed out of the Science and Applications Di-

rectorate and has managed reasonabl-y weJ-l although it has suffered seriously

from not having a senior geoscientist to guid.e it in its formative stage.

That led. to certain probably bad. decisions about how to proeeed or when

to have stopped proceed.ing on the development of certain systems or instru-

ments. Anyway the AI"SEP is a working system which clearly will be capable
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of d.oing h/eJ.l the job set out for it to d.o.

A serious problem in the Directorate right now is that if i¡re were di-

rected to go forward with the lunar program, we do not have the resources

to staff for the major new jobs which would be createdþroauced by this

program. The manpor¡/er resources of the Directorate are too smafl to enable

us to do the several lunar exploration science projects, such as the CSM

science job, the advanced ALSE?, RTG, or Lunar Rover Science. Those iobs

are in the charter of the Directorate, but it's unclear how they are to be

accomplished.

last year I d.evoted my effort to trying to develop a comprehensive

plan for ]unar exploration in tine L97L to^|, tíme*frame, after the termi-

nation of Apollo. This planning was begun at a conference at Santa Cruz

last summer, where we collected. 120 scientists together to provide the

scientific input. The major contributors to that study have continued as

a committee working with me in trying to iterate the scientific and engineer-

ing inputs to tha,t program and to try to see what it should" d.evelop into.

Now in developing this plan we have worked. closely with Capt. Sheder's

Lunar Erqrloration Office at Head.quarters and the result has been a Yery

satisfactory product. A plan has been formulated call-ed. Plan J-4, which

has al-l the appropríate scientific elements in it in a reasonable mix of

manned. and automated. systems, and we woul-d. like to see it implemented.

There are some politÍcal problems .ida,i-eh which may stand in the way, but

we hope it witt go. The Directorate also has a serious problem in the

sense that the lunar scientific program has not yet been sold. There may

be a start up on the l-unar ercploration plan in the Ff/O budget and again

there may not. If there isrthen the efements in the Directorate that are
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project oriented wil-t be swarnped. with work to do; íf there is not, then

the program office will- be out of business.

Another major element in the Directorate is the Earth Resources Pro-

gram. ülhen it started., it was essenti-ally a service organization flying

a/aLrplane with some instruments on it to make measurements on the surface

of the earth from attÍtud.e, essentially as a service f\rnction to several

other agencies--the Department of Interior and Department of Agriculture,

Navy Oceanographic Office, and Bureau of Fisheries. lle have recently esi

tablished this as a division under Bob Pil-and. and. the d.ivision i-s trying

to put us into a position of being a 
"dJdUorator 

with the other agencies

in producing comprehensive work. The intent of the program is oriented

toward d.emonstrating the capability of certain instruments to produce a

usef\rl-signature, to tell something about the surface of the earth remote-

Iy which can be interputed in terms of a particular prod.uct--of a forfestry,

agriculture, fishery, etc. type. We are in R&D phase on this. There are

varÍous people who are trying to push us and. others into an operational

state, and this is a serious mistake. The thing we should. be doing for

the next couple of years is trying to und.erstand. what kind.s of products

T¡Íe can produce and not trying to go out and sell them. We are now flying

th¡ee airplanes as test beds for instruments, and. are flying something like

40 missions a year, producing more and more usef\rl data for more scientists.

The prograrn is expand.ing in a rather happy manner. There is a serious pro-

bl-em about the general aspect of the program in the long run, and. tha.t is

classification. trrle currently f1y some classified. i-nstruments and produce

some classifÍed information, which is not a good thing in a NASA program,

especially where you are trying to demonstrate to a potential customer the
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usefulness of a product. We are continuously trying to get instruments

to be de-cl-assified or to find unclassifíed instruments which can do the

job. We win a few, but we are not winning very fast. Ïn the general man-

ner of imaging from space, 'r^r'e have serÍous concern as there is a substan-

tial limitation put on us which in the f\rture will- have considerably more

than just a nuisance aspect.

Tn add.ition to running the three airplanes and trying to produce a

useflrJ- well-rounded program of instrumentation, d.ata, and analysis, the

Earth Resources Dívision is afso trying to develop systems to fly on space

vehicles. An attempt is being made to fly some instruments on AAP and the

OSL. trast year we went through an abortive attempt to get the AAP-IA flight

put together as an earth resources flight. There was a reasonable instru-

ment compliment proposed, and there r^/as a pretty good. probability of getting

usef\rf data out of it, but it flound.ered when it was compared. with automated

systems whose instruments woul-d. not be nearly as good but would have them

up for a longer períod of time. Thus it would be possible to guarantee to

the user that he woul-d get some information. The major problem with the

1A ffight was that it was only going to be a couple of weeks long and. if

the earth was shrouded with a complete cl-oud. cover, the flight could come

back with no data about the earth's surface. The users decided it would

be better to have an automated system with poorer instrumentation but with

a guarantee of partial data return. That is a problem that will haunt us

in the ftrture--there is serious doubt whether man wil-l ever play a useful

role in the RBÐ phase of the earth resolrrces program, and. the outl-ook is

even more pessimistic over his l-ikelihood. of playing a useful rofe in the

operational phase. This situation feads J-ogically to another problem, in-
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volving the issue of manrs usef\rlness in spece in general. When it comes

to science, it's been conclud.ed. that it is fairly margÍnaI. In terms of

unique roles tha.t a man ca.n play or jobs he can do that can't be done as

well at lesser cost by automated systems, the only one which is really

obvious is that of a fÍeld geologist on the surface of the moon. A fiel-d

geologist ís very d.ifficul-t to automate and the matter of going forward.

with a lunar exploration program Ínvolving man seems to be essentiaJ- if

\¡re are going to understand the moon. For earth orbital activities and the

kinds of tasks man can perform that can't be automated, we find it diffi-

cult to come up with anything meaningful. Instrument repair and data re-

trieval for example, J-ong considered. to be an area where man \^/as required,

really can be automated and done cheaper.

The existance of the Science Directorate is tolerated. by the rest of

the Center, but not encouraged.. Itrs clear that the rest of the Center

d.oesnrt realJ-y think that science is an important el-ement in the present

space progran, and not enough people have spent enough time thinking about

f\rtirre programs to have developed a concfusion as to whether itrs important

even for them. There really is l-ittJ-e active opposition to it in flrture

prograrns but at the same time there j-s not very rmrch effort to encor:rage

it. In present progra.ms when a problem comes up about science versus

safety or science veïsus operatÍonal- convenience (and I really mean con-

venience and not operational necessity)) /fre scientific option al-most

always loses. It probably is appropriate that it lose because during the

phase when a new system is being d.eveloped. nothing should. get in the way

of the thing being developed. The development shoul-d. go forward and end

up with a useful end. prod.uct. But then there ought to be an understanding

,A¡)'
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that the product ought to be used. for something meaningfì-rl and. the Center

has not taken a clear position on this. The Center does not consid.er uti-

l-ization of developed capabil-ities a major element in its f\rture plans.

The l-unar erçlora.tion program is an example. Itts urrclear how nmch support

this plan has lnside the Center.

S&AD also has other problems; for exarnple interfaces with other Direc-

torates are frequently awkward.. The Astronaut Office rather frequently

voids our effort simply by uslng the argument "itrs not a very good system

for a man to work withr" and in changÍng the system to make it "workabler"

it is degrad.ed. from a scientific usef\rlless, standpoint. Operational-ly,

science has a very low position in the pecking ord.er. It has been recently

demonstrated that it takes a position wel-l- below TV, which may be âppro-

priate but it is d.isconcerting. Substantial- science j-nvolvement in the

next program--whether EOSL or Lunar Exploration--is dubíous. By that I

mean it is unclear tha.t the Center wiJ-J- change its attitud.e suffici-ently,

or start emphasizing the util-ization of existing capabilities enough so

that a rational scientific program can be carried. out. In Mapping Sciences,

the group und.er Jim Sassar and John Dornbach, played" a substantial role in

producing products which were necessary for the selection of the Apollo

landing site and for astronaut use on the lunar surface. Again this was
ì

an operationaf task in support of Apollo. This gl"oup i" æ9 playing a rea-

sonably strong rol-e in analyzing return photographic material- from spaee,

although not as strong as I would like it to be, principally because the

group simply is not large enough. Space photographs are not being pro-

perly used by any major group in the country from a research vieupoint be-

cause of a lack of properly trained. people.
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The Lunar Receiving La.boratory is a welf constructed. and well thought

out facilíty. The conception of what the capabilities of the Lunar Lab

should be was d.eveloped by a group of outsid.e scientists cal-Ied. the LRL

T'Iorking Group. Tlris group drew its membership from the USGS and other

sclentific orgarrizations and in the id.eas of how to examine sarnples, the

kind.s of equipment that would be need.ed, the quarantine arrangements to

prevent back-contarnination--are all r^rell thought through, and. although I

did not always agree with the resul-ts of this Grouprs del-iberations, Ï

fÍrmly believe the d.eliberations were weJ-J- conducted and the end prod.uct

is one which was welJ- thought out. lüe are now in the phase of implement-

ing the product and the T,RI, is undergoing operationaf read.iness inspectj-on.

It still- has a l-ot of rough ed.ges but it's coming aIong.

The LRL is divid.ed in about four different aïeas. There is the vacuum

operation area, where we have probably the most complicated. vacuum system

in the worl-d. It has astronaut gloves going into a vacuum of l-o-7 torr

from Ijff pressure. ftls the only operational vacuum system in the world

where a person can manipulate sarnpl-es and. tools in that degree of vacuum

while stand.ing out in a normaf surface atmosphere. This system has to be

extraordínarily clean in ord.er to prevent contarnination of the sarnple, and

that a.lso makes the vacuum system unique.

The gas analysis laboratory is upstairs from this areae and the low

Ievel counting lab ad.jacent to it are special purpose laboratories. They

have been developed. wÍth the heJ-p of outsid.e scientific groups and are both

excellent. In the physicaf chemical analysis area, the teehniques and. the

tools that are used have been developed by the LRL trforking Group and are

excelfent. The bio-test area is one which has been developed over a period.
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of two or three years in conjunction with the Interagency Committee on

Back Contamination. Here we have had some head.aches. A very substantial

portion of the lab is devoted to biological examination of samples to d.emon-

strate that they dontt contain any pathogens. This being a safety-oriented.

job that takes preeedence over what might be cal-led scÍence-oriented work.

This has caused certain conflicts. For example, the matter of how the

l-aboratory wiJ-l operate is stiJ-J- uncertain. We want it to operate as a re-

search lab between missions. During operational periods afber missions

there wilJ- be samples in the i-ab for one to two months undergoing anal-ysis.

!,Ie will put them thru the biological protocol- and thru the preliminary

examination to find out what they are and. then they will- be d.ùstributed.

to PIts. DurÍng thaü period. the lab canrt be used. as a research facility.

But that's only for two months, and if we have missions on six monthsr

centërs, then there is a four-month period. when the lab ought to be able

to be used. as a research facility. Ïn ord.er to accomplish this, the lab

has to go biologically cold, and by that I mean that the pathogens that

are to be used in the laboratory for analyses have to be handled. in such

a \^/ay that they won't interfere with the conduet of a research program.

That is a problem area right now. Tt I s not sure tha.t it can be d.one and

T¡¡e are in jeopardy of losing the LRL in its entirety as a ïesearch facility.

That brings to mj.nd another subject, the Lunar Science Ïnstitute.

Itve worked with trfes Hjornevik al-I this J-ast year to try to bring this

institute into being. It is to be housed in the ol-d. llest mansion and" Ís

supposed to attract outsi-d.e scientists .to the Center and thereby add. to

the aura of science. Irlhen T came down here this place had. al-most no aura

of science. Ih fact, people on the outside considered it as an anti-scientific
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establishment, and. I d.onrt mean just non-scientific; Ï mean activeJ-y anti=.

The matter of giving it an aura of science simply involves inducing a rea-

sonable mrmber of scientists to v¡ork in the LSI and with our people here.

We are making good progress in doing that. Werve got Professor Harold

ül*"U, Professor Geiss from Switzerland, and Professor Thornton Page, the

d.istinguished astronomer. These are people who have been brought to the

Center thru my efforts and those of P. R. BeIl and Karl- Henize, one of

the scientist-astronauts. Henize helped to get Thornton Page to partÍci-

pate in oirr scientj-fic research programs. The Lunar ScÍentific Ïnstitute

will be used by these visiting scientists who come to work in the lRL.

The LRl, is not a research J.ab in the ord.inary sense of the word, but if

these scientists can't use it the LSI wi].l lose at least >Øt ot its use-

f\rlness.

Scientist-astronauts is another subject where we have an interesting

problem. The scientist-astronauts a.re very capable as a group and. they

shoul-d be rel-atively scientifically productíve over the next several years

if, when they go on a trip, they are still worthy of the d.escription

scientist. The problem here is that the first genera.tion of scientist-

astronauts have not done any science work of consequence since they were

selected. They have gotten eompletely involved in operational matters--

in committee work and in review of systems. Their scientific work has

just gone out the window. That is a crime. A few months ago Deke Slaybon

and I agreed that we would write out some plan to utilize the scientific :

capabilities of these astronauts, that is the oJ.d six and the new lI (now

down to nine), and. that these plans would be incorporated into the basic

fìrnctional responsibilities of the astronauts. They would be erçected. to

/À
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carry out a progran of scientific research as well as learning systems,

maintaining their flying proficiency, etc, and that this as a factor would.

be considered. important when it carne time to select crews. Even though we

have formulated these science plans in writing, I am stilt very skeptieal

of how and whether they wiJ-l be carried out. An astronaut can become com-

pletely wrapped up i-n programmatic matters, and. I will not be surprised. at

aJ-J-, when it comes time to review the progress of this group, to find. that

they still- arenrt d.oing rmch scientific work. The astronauts represent a

reservoir of considerable scientific talent, especially the new nine. They

are very good people and we clearly need to use them in a scientific mod.e.

!üe are trying to involve at l-east one half of them in the activÍties j-n

the Science and. Applications Directorate. Even though the new nine are

stilJ. off at flight training, we d.o have them actively involved. in a couple

of research areas, but they cannot be actively involvèd untiJ- they are ac-

tually here, and it wilt be March l-]69 Aercre they witl be back at the

Center.


